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1.0.0 Overview and Innovations
The CiSAnalyzer program provides the administrator with visualization and
analyzing tools. These tools assist in the optimization of the crack detection
procedure as well as the entire straightening process. This allows avoidable errors to
be minimized. New innovations include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Tools for the analysis.
Clear graphs of the measuring procedure statistics.
Graph and analysis of the actual recorded acoustic signal of a crack or
machine noise.
The visualization of the real time display of the acoustic energy as it occurs at
the machine during the process cycle. This allows for the classification of the
crack level and the signal period for the entire process.
A new function to administer one or several QASS crack detection systems.
The user is now able to save and organize all the files of the crack detection
system including recorded signal files, statistics, parameter files, and real time
signal files.
The CiSAnalyzer saves the connection files of the measuring system. This
allows for an easy link from a PC to a crack detection device.
The user is also able to communicate with several crack detection devices via
network from one working station. Either to observe the readings online or to
transmit data online from the crack detection device to the PC.
It is also possible to save and administer several locations clearly and to have
access to offline files of the crack detection devices of the location in
question.

The CiSAnalyzer 2.5 has 6 pages which can be selected by the tabs in the upper
area of the program.
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1.1.0 Unit Store / Backups
The page Unit Store / Backups is central for this program.
In this page, different crack detection device files are organized and administered.
Connections to the crack detection device are set up from here.

1.2.0 Statistics
The statistic page makes it possible to visualize all statistic files that have been
downloaded from the crack detection device. It also can show an additional
workpiece and process graphs.
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1.3.0 Signal Page
„Signal Page“ exists to visualize the recorded signals.

1.4.0 Signal Power
„Signal Power“ is for the real time visualisation of the energy curve respectively
looking at energy or signal power data stored on the PC.
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1.5.0 Terminal RS 232
„Terminal RS 232“ is for maintenance purposes.

Choose a RS 232 serial connection
cable to connect to the crack detection
device. This allows for reading
additional information and to execute
maintenance work at the crack detection
device.

1.6.0 Terminal Telnet
„Terminal Telnet“ enables to do maintenance works via network connection.

With a connection via
Ethernet to the crack
detection device it is
possible to display
additional information in
the terminal window and
execute maintenance
work.
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2.0.0 Unit Store / Backups
2.1.0 Overview

Central to the program is the page „Unit Store / Backups“.
In this page:
•
•
•
•
•

Several crack detection devices are administered
Connections to the devices are setup or edited
Statistical data can be downloaded
Backup files can be created, and restored
Parameter files can be backed up and restored
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2.2.0 Administration of the crack detection devices
2.2.1 Overview
You will see a list of systems available. The name of
the system is typically the name of the press where the
device is located. From here you can establish an
Ethernet connection to that device. This then allows
you to download statistics manage parameter files and
execute real time signal observation.

The crack detection device can be selected by left mouse click.
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More information concerning this crack detection
device is shown at its bottom. It consists of the name
and the IP address. A picture of the machine can be
inserted as well.
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2.2.2 Root directory crack detection systems
A root directory helps the “CiSAnalyzer” to
organize the data concerning the crack detection
system. This directory can be selected or altered
with the button “Change Root Dir”.

Make your choice using the file selection box.

2.2.3 Subdirectories
Further directories are created below the Root directory. Their names correspond to
the device locations. While creating a new device, a new folder is created below the
root directory with a location name given by the user.
Below the device’s folder, further folders are created to store specific data.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Backup, to save data.
Energy, for have a real time view of energy values.
Params, to store parameters.
Signal, to review crack and other real time signals.
Statistics, to store statistical data.
Picture of the machine, (optional)

2.2.4 Date oriented directories
Below every data specific file, new files are though created. These files are sorted by
date and time. So, with every statistic and parameter download, a new folder with
date and time is created to differentiate between downloads.
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2.2.5 Creation of a new location
Press “Add” to create a new machine position. This adds a new crack detection
device, which also means adding its IP number for
creating an Ethernet connection.

When having collected the data correctly
press the button “OK”

When the first connection is
established,
a new data record is created as well
as the corresponding folders below
the “root directory”.

2.2.6 Picture of the machine location

When choosing a location file record, a picture of the
corresponding machine can be shown. This picture must
have been stored before as an image file in the equivalent
folder. The format can be bitmap (bmp); joint
photographic experts group (jpeg) or windows meta file
(wmf). See the following example „press 3“. The photo is
loaded automatically when press no. 3 is chosen.
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If you choose a press, a picture of it can only be shown if it exists in the
corresponding folder..
2.2.7 Network identification number
In addition to “name” and “ip number”, the unique network identification number of
the crack detection device is stored in the data record. This number is evaluated and
stored during the first connection to the device. Later the corresponding device can
be clearly identified even if there are several crack detection devices with an identical
IP address!
2.2.8 Connection setup

2.2.9 Location acknowledgement
A double click with left mouse button on the requested press establishes the
connection. The user has to choose a certain machine location (here: Press 6).
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Confirm with “OK”. With this procedure, the unique
network – ID is identified and stored permanently.
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2.2.10 Exchange of a device
If you need to exchange the crack detection device for any reason (e.g. for a repair),
push the “Repair” button.

The network identification number is deleted from the data record and it is possible to
establish a connection to another crack detection device at this location. All
information concerning this location is preserved. Only the device has been
exchanged.

2.2.11 Changing the IP address
Push “Edit” to change the IP address of a location:

A new IP address can be stored and saved later:

Select the data record and the altered IP number is
shown in the pane:
2.2.12 Activating a device
A double click on a device name makes it active. Its name is
displayed in the pane next to “Active” at the top of the page,
and the IP address in the pane next to “CiS IP”.
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The chosen IP number is displayed in the field next
to TCP/IP Connect.

2.2.13 Establishing the connection
Establish a connection to the crack detection device by pushing the
Connect TCP/IP button.
For all online purposes, double click on the device
and then push the “Connect” button. This will
guarantee that you are connected to the correct
crack detection device. The top line of the
CiSAnalyzer screen shows the device which is
connected.
The entry in the title bar is the connected crack detection device!
All operations are made with the subfolders of the chosen crack detection device.
2.2.14 Software version of the device
At the moment of connection to the crack detection device, the software version is
shown on the right side of the screen.

The software version is shown by number format. It is shown in 4 groups. The first 3
groups represent the current version and the last number the patch version.
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2.3.0 Statistic download
Downloading of statistical data requires a cable
connection to the device. Push the “Connect”
“TCP/IP” button. The Command port must be red
(active).

Pushing the button “Get Statistic Files” starts the
download and transmission of the statistical data.

The blue status bar shows the data transmission
progress. The file path is shown above this bar.

2.3.1 Storage location
The statistic is stored automatically in a date and time related folder below the
“Statistics” directory.
2.3.2 Statistic data lock
The crack detection device locks the statistical data during the straightening process.
It has to be released before the files can be downloaded from the CiS.01. The
CiSAnalyzer transmits a certain command. When using a crack detection device
with a software version lower than 2.5, push the button “FTP Request” once before
the “Get Statistic Files” download. A file transfer should be possible.
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2.4.0 Data backup
The area File System complete is for a complete backup
of all files in the crack detection device (programs,
parameter files, menu displays, etc.)

Drive A and Drive B are the local drives of the crack
detection system. They can be downloaded individually or
complete. Mark the drives you want to backup. Push the
button Backup. The download of all files is executed and
the files are in a date folder within the backup folder.

2.4.1 Restoring of the crack detection system software
Attention while uploading: An upload replaces the crack
detection system files with the files of the PC backup. Pushing the
button Upload selects the latest backup folder. It is also possible
to select another folder. The last backup folder is used by default.
The backup folder contains one folder for local drive A and for local
drive B of the crack detection device.
Only the files selected by the CiSAnalyzer are transmitted.

After confirming the file selection box, all
files in the crack detection system are
overwritten!

2.5.0 Parameter backup
2.5.1 Backup of parameters
See the area Parameter Files on the right side. This area is for the backup of the
parameter files of the unit:
•
•
•
•

self test function
default settings
adjustment to the machine
settings for all stored work piece parameters
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Activating the Backup button carries out the download. First the FTP connection is
established, then all files are transmitted and then the FTP connection is cut.
2.5.2 Display of the parameters
Pressing the button Show will display the binary parameter files in the display
window. It is important to choose the correct software version of the parameter files.

•
•
•

1.0 for Cis software versions older than 1.1
1.1 for Cis software versions 1.1 to 2.0
2.1 for Cis software from version 2.1 on

Pushing the button Show opens a file selection box which automatically shows the
latest parameter backup file.

……….
Opening of the file selection box shows the parameter settings.
Beginning from the top:
•
•
•

Port parameters
Channel parameters
Workpiece files with the parameter settings for each of the 10 single
measuring points
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2.5.3 Restoring system parameters
Pushing Upload transmits the parameter files to the crack detection system.
This is particularly important if you want to exchange a crack detection system at a
machine location. A backup of the parameter files for each machine location is
recommended. During the exchange, the parameter files are transmitted to the new
device, with the proper measuring parameters.
Confirming the file selection box transmits the parameter files to the crack detection
system without a further check.
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3.0.0 Statistics

Selecting the correct device is a prerequisite for correctly
displaying statistics. Do so with a double click on the
correct device on the page Unit Store / Backups. This
makes the selected crack detection system the active
one without being connected to the crack detection
system.
In order to download current statistics the crack
detection system must be online. However, the last statistic download can be
displayed with the CiSAnalyzer in the offline mode.

3.1.0 Current statistic directory
Choose the statistic directory of interest by pressing Statistic File Directory, a file
selection box opens. The directory which has been downloaded last is shown by
default. This can be checked by viewing the date and time in the folder’s name.
Here you see the statistic files as well as the workpiece parameters. The workpiece
parameters have been downloaded at the same time as the statistics. Confirm this
statistic folder by pressing Open.
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3.2.0 Workpiece names in the statistics
At the bottom left of the statistic page, all work piece types existing in the statistics
are listed by the names they had been given in the parameter setting of the crack
detection device.

The list contains:
1. Name of work piece (given by the user)
2. Current number of the parameter set in the crack
detection device
The actual names of the different work pieces will only be shown in later downloads
of the statistics. For older downloads the numbers that were assigned to the different
pieces will be shown as they were stored. If you wish to view the actual names in
older downloads you must copy the files wpieces.db and mpoints.db and place
them in the folder with the statistics.

3.3.0 Display of the workpiece statistical data
To choose the statistics for a certain work piece click on the work piece name in the
list. Doing this downloads the data from the statistic folder already chosen. The path
is shown below the button Statistic File Directory

3.3.1 Number of Points
The number of workpiece points displayed can be chosen up to 10000. Please note
that the default setting in Number of Points is 1000.

Click on the workpiece name again to download all workpiece statistical information.
With every workpiece statistic entry, the accompanying statistical information and
strokes are downloaded. The statistic stores up to 250000 strokes.

3.4.0 Navigation in the statistic page
After opening a file, a work piece overview opens in the tab WP. Each point
represents the highest energy reading for that work piece.
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Tabs Pos1 to Pos7 will illustrate the stroke data for corresponding measure point.
A click on another work piece name downloads the corresponding statistics.
The work piece parameters, which have been downloaded together with the
statistics, are shown above the list of the parameter names. They include:
Name of the work piece type
Current measuring point
Measuring port
Gain
Reject limit
Settings for noise signal suppression
Break Limit
Use the arrow buttons
to navigate through the corresponding measuring
points. Pushing the right arrow button leads you to the next measure point and
activates position no. 2 in the statistic display. Pushing this button again activates
position no. 3 in the statistic display.

3.5.0 Limit settings
The default setting of the reject limit is 50. In order to view the reject limit in the
parameter set in the static display it must be changed manually. Enter the new reject
limit value in the field Limit. You must click another area for the new limit to me
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accepted. The rejection limit now is adjusted. The number and percentage of
rejected parts is recalculated using the new limit.

The reject limit is only altered in the display of the WP tab and the Hist WP. To see
the effect of a different limit you must change it manually in each Pos tab of interest.
However, that will also change the limit in the corresponding Hist tab.
Attention when evaluating the reject limits in the work piece overview!
Generally, the reject limits of the single measuring points are not identical. The basis
for the calculation of the number in the Reject box in the WP page is reject limit. If
the measuring positions have different reject limits, the calculated number of rejects
deviates from the real amount. The calculated numbers of rejects are important to
find proper reject settings.

3.6.0 Straightening process analysis
On the ChartMPage the entire straightening process is displayed. It shows all
measuring strokes and the corresponding measuring points on the basis of the
workpiece. Each measuring point is displayed in a different colour:

The x-axis is represents the current workpiece number. The y-axis shows the
measured energy values. An enlargement shows the methodology. The labels at
the x-axis switch to the next value when a new workpiece is displayed.
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All points with the identical x-value belong to the same workpiece. The last work
pieces are on the left, moving to the right gives you older data. In this example
workpiece 18844 started with 5 stroke at measure point 2 (Blue), then 3 strokes at
measure point 1 (Black). Notice that the workpiece number changes to 18845. It has
3 strokes at measure point 2 (Blue), then green followed by blue and again green. At
the 6th stroke at position 3, (Green) we have a higher value. This offers a very
detailed analysis of the entire straightening process.

3.7.0 Statistic in text format
The page Values shows the actual listed values. Choose a small number of work
pieces to load, in the Number of Points box press Workpiece load. Then activate
the field Value Listing, re-load the work piece. Now the page Values shows the
actual values of the acoustic emission energy of the workpiece.

The list is a summary of the work piece values.
Column 1.
Column 2.
Column 3.

is the output line number
is the current number of the workpiece as they are stored.
is the maximum acoustic emission value for the workpiece.
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Following the workpiece energy summary is the list of the corresponding measuring
points:

Column 1.
is the current number of the output line.
Column 2.
is the number of the work piece to which
this stroke belongs.
Column 3.
is the measure point. Here, the first
measuring position starts with 0, the second with 1,
and so on.
Column 4.
is the stroke number referring to the work
pieces.
Column 5.
is the maximum energy measured during
the stroke.

3.8.0 Process amplitude
Process Amplitude is a tool on this page. Software version 2.1 and higher offers the
parameter process amplitude. If this parameter is activated in the crack detection
device, the dynamic dampened energy value is displayed in the main display along
with the additional process value.
This value indicates the machine’s noise level.
This process amplitude characterizes the typical noise of a straightening process and
shows if machine wear and tear causes more noise interference. Certain short pulses
that could be caused by electrical drives are disregarded by the process amplitude.
So, common wear and tear of the machine leading to more mechanical noise can be
displayed.
Selecting Process amplitude opens an additional window at each measuring
position below the energy window, Process amplitude Position 1, Process
amplitude Position 2, etc. You can see the machine’s process amplitude value
clearly when you zoom, as well as the machine noise.

A higher machine noise may lead to a higher number of rejected parts due to noise
signals instead of real crack emissions.
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4.0.0 Statistical evaluation
The more data makes determining the reject limit easier. A properly set reject limit
leads to a better process with minimum false positives.
The reject limit determines the energy value that if exceeded will cause a part to be
rejected. The values higher than this rejection limit are interpreted as a crack. The
work piece is rejected.
The noise limit value is the measured energy value that is caused by machine noise.
If this limit is set to low, energies which are caused by machine noise would be
interpreted as cracks. That would mean that good work pieces will be rejected.
There are default settings for each position in the CiS.01. The CiSAnalyzer software
helps the user to find reasonable reject, and noise limits for each workpiece.
The following example uses 5000 workpiece values. This graph illustrates a clear
deviation. The noise limit is 50, the high energy values are still below the reject limit.
There are no work piece is rejections although at least one energy value is likely to
be a crack. In this case the noise limit value should be decreased, and the process
revaluated.

4.1.0 The Histograms
The data can be viewed in a histogram format. It can give you an estimation of up to
which maximum values the crack events are considered to be common noise. It
shows the frequencies of the energy readings and is mainly used for setting the reject
limit.
The x – axis (bottom) shows the level of the energy values.
The y – axis shows how often an energy value has occurred.
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The columns represent energy groups. This representation shows that 3000 times
an energy value between 0 and 1 has been measured, 1400 times a value between 1
and 2, 2600 times between 2 and 3 and so on. The higher the readings the less
often those reading occur, and become less.
The distribution of the energy groups looks like a random distribution. The
occurrence of higher values tends toward zero. The curve ends at a value of 17. In
the example above, the probability of an energy value higher than 20 being process
noise is very low. Therefore the probability of that signal being a crack is high.
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The values below 20 would be considered to be normal machine noise in this
example. If the limit now was set to a value of 20, all energy values which are higher
than that were considered to be cracks. The value range from 20 on can be
enlargened to discern higher energy values.

In the zoom you can see single higher values clearly.
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In this example you find 11 rejected work pieces when having set the noise limit to
20.

So you can see that the 11 rejects amount to a very modest .666747%, based on the
sample size of 5000 work pieces.
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The histogram view clearly shows that a many values in a normal noise range would
have been rejected by error.

In the second example you can see a scattered process. There are about 30000
strokes for 5000 work pieces displayed on position 2. The variation seems to be very
extensive.
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Zoom part of this display to have a closer view.

To see further details, it is possible to enlarge the section again.

In the zoom you can clearly see that most of the work pieces have a low energy level.
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The histogram view shows a very narrow range. The highest energy values are about
280. Most of the energy values are, however, in a lower range. There are 26000
events on a 0 level. The number of values greater than zero decreases rapidly.

In the zoom you can clearly see the decrease of the energy values.
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4.2.0 By number
Usually the analysis is made with the setting, By number. This view sorts the data
by the number of work pieces.

4.3.0 By date
It is also possible to display the work pieces sorted by date. For this, the real time
clock in the crack detection system has to be set correctly. Displaying data by date
allows the user to distinguish between shifts or work piece lots.
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4.4.0 Storage
4.4.1 Save as WMF
Pushing the Button Save as WMF saves the graph as a windows meta file. The
windows meta file graph format is a data exchange format for vector graphs and
consists of a number of graph commands (similar to EPS=extended post script).

4.4.2 Clipboard storing
It is also possible to copy the graph to the clipboard to use it in other windows
applications.

5.0.0 Signal evaluation
5.1.0 Signalpage
The signal page consists of two main sections:
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On the left side you see an overview of
the stored signals

On the right side, there is a visualization
of the amplitude signal and the signal’s
energy. There are also further command
buttons

The prerequisite for using this tool is the choosing a crack detection device and the
machine location.

5.2.0 Signal list
The button Control File downloads saved signals.

By default the following columns are visible:
•
•
•
•
•

local if you select local the signal files are already on the
PC
IDNo is the current signal number
Pieceno is the workpiece number
Type is the name of work piece
pos is the measuring position of the energy

It is possible to expand the list of available signals. (Click on
button Expand). More information is available.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

energy is energy value
Limit-Crack is the reject limit
Limit-noise is the noise limit
P is the dynamic power dampening value
gain is the gain for the recording
date is the day of recording
time is the time of recording
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The width of the window can be sized with the left mouse button. Scroll right to see:

•

signallength(ms) is the
signal length (80.000
microseconds =80
milliseconds) the available
signal time
• Filename is the name of the file
The button now shows Shrink and will reduce the list to the previous view.
5.2.1 File names of stored signals
When a signal is stored on the PC, the file name consists of date and time, the
workpiece type (2), the current part number (12559).

All data files named this way exist in the PC and can be evaluated offline. The
checkbox local has a checkmark.

If you see the file name in the following form
it means that the signal only exists in the crack detection device.

5.2.2 Signal display
Each signal stored on the PC can be loaded without a connection to the crack
detection device. A double click on the requested entry displays this signal in a
graph in the right analysis window. Signals that are only stored in the crack detection
device are transmitted in this way as well. For this purpose, an online connection to
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the crack detection device has to exist. Select page Unit store / Backups and push
Connect to establish a connection.
On the SignalPage, double click the entry of interest to analyse the signal.

If this signal only exists on the crack detection device, it will be stored on the PC at
the same time. The signal also gets a file name automatically for being available for
the offline analysis in the future.
5.2.3 Download signals from the crack detection device
Es It is possible to download several files
at the same time. Mark the first entry of
a signal file set, move the mouse pointer
to the last signal file set in question,
press the shift key and then the left
mouse key. To select multiple files that
are not in sequence simply click on the
file while holding the Ctrl key.

Push the button Selected Signal Files.
All selected files are transmitted and
saved on the PC.
By pushing the button New Signals the program will
download all crack signals since the last download. Each
single signal is downloaded from the crack detection
device to the PC. The signals are stored and named with
the corresponding file names.
Besides the usual downdload process bar, there is a
process line for the entire process and a text entry with the estimated signal
transmission time.
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To abort the transfer push the button Stop Transfer.
This button is only visible during the data transfer.

All files that have been transmitted up to that time are available for analysis. The rest
of the data can be downloaded later when required. In order to do a complete
evaluation it is recommended that all data is downloaded at the same time. That
enables you to complete the evaluation offline (without connection to the crack
detection device).
5.2.4 Viewing signals from the statistic page
It is also possible to view a particular crack signal directly from the statistic page.

For example this view shows many work pieces that have exceeded the limit. In
order to view one of the signals you would first zoom in on the signal of interest.
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Then double click on the exact work piece,

and the corresponding signal page will open with the signal if it is stored locally on
the PC (local).
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5.3.0 Import
There is a compact flash card in the crack detection device that is used for storage of
the data. It is possible to take the flash card from the crack detection device and copy
all stored files directly onto the PC. The corresponding signal subfolder contains 500
signals and an administration file. To access these files they must be imported to an
existing machine location.
Pushing Import will open the following window, asking if all signal files shall be
imported into this location.

Now choose the corresponding signal location via file selection box. Open the folder
containing the signals to be imported. Confirm with OK, and all 500 signals of the
folder are imported. During the import procedure all signals are copied into the
locations signal folder and the file names are set with to the date and time convention
mentioned before.
5.3.1 Deleting signals
The button Delete Signal(s) deletes either the signal
which is marked as active in the list or a multiple choice.
They are deleted from the file chart and from the PC’s
subfolders. This deleting procedure does not have any
effect on signals that are still stored in the crack
detection device.
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5.4.0 Signal analysis
Signals are displayed in the graph window by performing a double click on one of the
signals in the signal list.

The signal is retrieved from the folder in the PC. If the signal is not available on the
PC, it is transmitted from the crack detection device when an online connection to the
device exists. The signal will be stored on the PC at that time.
The upper window shows the acoustic emission amplitude as it has been recorded
from the sensor connected to the machine.

The window below shows the calculated energy curve of the acoustic emission
signal. The bases for these are certain noise suppression parameters. When saving
data in the crack detection device, the operating noise suppression parameters are
stored. Exception: time oriented filter settings.
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5.4.1 Detailed signal information
To have an exact view on the
amplitude, parts of it can be zoomed in.
To do so, click on a certain point in the
left upper area of the window with the
left mouse button. Leave the mouse
key pressed and draw a rectangle in
direction right bottom of the window so
that the area in question is encircled in
a rectangle. Now let the mouse key go
and the chosen area appears enlarged
in the window.
The corresponding energy curve graph in the window below changes as well.

To remove the zoom, draw a rectangle from a point at the bottom right to a point in
the upper left area of the window.
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5.5.0 0n Settings
5.5.1 Channel
Only the first channel’s signal of three existing channels is loaded. The other two
channels are only evaluated if reference sensors are connected

5.5.2 Noise dumpening
While loading the signal, the noise
suppression parameters used during the
signal recording are used automatically.
This delivers a corresponding graph of
the energy curve. It is possible to alter
these noise signal suppression
parameters. Push the button
NoiseParam.

Doing so opens a dialogue box. In this
box, several characteristic values for
signal filtering can be adjusted.

The filters Noise Limit and Power sub for noise amplitude and dynamic mechanical
background noise are shown first.
Power sub corresponds to the P-value
(crack detection device parameter),
Noise Limit corresponds to the noise value A (here, example values are set).
5.5.2.1 Noise Limit

Noise Limit stipulates the noise level to calculate the energy curve. If the noise level
is set too low (e. g. 0) and the values are calculated again, you can see the effects
immediately.
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If the event signal looks like the illustration it would mean that the noise limit is set too
low. This is not a crack, since the window below shows a steady rise in the energy
level.

The noise level must be increased up to a reasonable value, e. g. to 25. This still is a
very slight share of 2047. After having increased Noise Limit, the energy in the
window below will show nil energy in the normal noise area. Only when this value will
exceed the Noise Limit, the energy will rise, too.
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5.5.2.2 Power Sub

Power Sub is complementary noise suppression
parameter. This function is available from software version
1.1 on. Like Noise Limit it is possible to give in a value
for the simulation of noise suppression.

5.5.2.3 Recalc

Push Recalc to recalculate files after an alteration of the value in Noise Limit.
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5.6.0 Store / Load
The signals can be stored additionally in ASCII format. This format has been used by
former CiSAnalyzer versions. Using this format, it is possible to edit signals in an
external program. To save only the signal part of the window, activate the field
Window with a mouse click. Otherwise, the entire signal line will be stored.

5.6.1 Save
Pushing Save Values opens a file selection box. Select the correct folder to save
the signals. The files are stored in ASCII format. Their file format is *.txt.

5.6.2 Load
A signal that has already been stored on the PC can be loaded by pushing Load
Values. Another window appears where you can choose and open the file in
question.
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5.6.3 Clipboard
Signal graphs can be copied to the clipboard and pasted into other applications. The
button Clipboard stores the content of the signal window as a bitmap picture.

5.7.0 Audible signal
A crack signal can be made audible as well. Push the button Sound, and a windows
wav file is produced and the crack is played as audible sound.
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This graph shows a typical crack signal. A very small noise level is followed by a
strong amplitude level which decreases over time.

5.8.0 Signal transmission in process
If the signal box SignalONEvent is marked, the crack detection device will transmit a
signal on every event (in this case a crack event) to the PC immediately. A
Prerequisite is that the crack detection device is equipped with this feature and that
the PC is connected to the crack detection device via TCP/IP.

When using the latest set of chips, the signal transmission is faster than one second.
If a crack occurs, the graph of it will be shown immediately on the connected PC.

6.0.0 Signal Power
From measuring software 2.5 on, a detailed analysis of the whole straightening
process is available. The crack detection device provides the current energy reading
values via Ethernet with a time resolution of one millisecond.
The crack detection device transmits energy values to the CiS Analyzer continuously.
Additionally status for Change of work piece, Measure ON and Measure OFF are
transmitted as well. In the CiSAnalyzer the different measuring positions can be
differentiated from each other by their different colours. That means if the energy
information during the measuring at position 1 is transmitted, this will be shown in
grey or black. For measuring position 4, you see red or dark red in the energy
window.
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If a straightening takes place at the same
measuring position several times, the
CiSAnalyzer uses the colours alternating
corresponding to the positions. This means
that the colour changes between grey and
black from stroke to stroke at measuring
position 1. In that way, several strokes at the
same position can be differed from each other
by the hue of the colour.
The corresponding measuring status is represented additionally by the two circles.
With Change of work piece, the upper circle is red. With Measure ON the lower
circle is red and the corresponding measuring position is shown below.

6.1.0 Energy overview
During the energy recording in the overview (Upper) window, the energies of one
second are displayed per measuring point. The overview window is to recognize
significant energy deviations during long periods. So it is possible to detect the
significant changes during a recording over hours or days. In a normal energy
(Lower) window, typically 4 seconds only are displayed. The energy points of the
overview window are not saved.
There are three available kinds of overviews available:
1. Maximum values
2. Average values
3. Standard deviation
Two overview windows can be displayed at the same time.
Choosing an overview window:
After having opened the selection box Overviews 1 an additional overview window is
opened by selection of an entry. It is recommended is to choose the overview
window Maximum:

The titles bar of the window contains the type of overview. A second window can be
shown by activating Overviews 2.
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6.2.0 Online mode
Choose a crack detection device and setup the TCP/IP connection. Pushing Power
Online activates the energy server in the crack detection system.

Axis scaling:
Signal Time scales the X-axis in seconds. Each energy point corresponds to one
millisecond. The Signal Time value should not exceed 4 seconds. Higher values
will take a longer time to calculate before the screen display of the energy section
can be refreshed.
The default setting of the Energy Level (Y-Axis) is 100. It can be changed to any
value between 1 and 1000.
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The energy values are transmitted from the crack detection
system to the PC automatically with each measuring activation.
The entry ToStore is set by default to Energy.

6.3.0 Energy recording

Activate Power Online. Then push the button Save to initiate the continuous energy
store mode.
A file selection box opens to set the location storage of the recording.
By default the main energy folder is preselected. Enter the base
name of the energy file in the file selection box.
The CiSAnalyzer completes the basis name automatically by
setting the current number which is shown in the field Start No.
Thereafter file numbers are created continuously as required.
These numbers are incremented by 1 number when a new energy file is stored.
Starting the automatic operation the crack detection device starts to transmit energy
files while measuring. The energy files start to come in when the automatic operation
of the machine has started.
The file numbers increase with each Store Trigger signal.
At the end of the measuring, disconnect the button Power Online.
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6.4.0 Automatic numbering of store trigger settings
6.4.1 Store Trigger - setting „New Piece“
When activated, the store trigger entry new piece will create a new
file each time the straightening machine processes a new part. This
setting will save all energy values for all strokes of a work piece in
one file.
6.4.2 Store Trigger - setting „Measure Off“
When activated, the store trigger entry measure off, will create a
new file after each stroke of the press. Therefore, the energy
information of only one stroke is in one file.
6.4.3 Store Trigger – setting “None”
When activated, the store trigger entry none, will not create a new
file. The system creates new energy files automatically after nearly
15 minutes. This prevents the energy files from becoming too large
and confusing. The user may create an additional file any time by
pushing Next File.

6.5.0 Offline Analysis
For offline analysis the button Power Online must not be
presed.

After pushing the button Load, Overview is selected in the sub
menu.
The last energy folder of the selected
device is shown. The first energy file
can be chosen. If the overview files do
not exist, they are calculated at this
time. The overview files are
downloaded according to the selections
into Overviews 1 and 2. Overview files
are formed on the basis of the energy
file numbers. Choosing the store
trigger setting new piece selects the
single work piece numbers in the
overview graph as the x-axis
inscription.
A recalculation of the overview graph is
forced by pressing the button Calc.
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6.5.1 Opening single energy files
It is possible to select energy points in the overview window. After
selecting, the corresponding file is displayed in the Signal Power
window.
The energy file can also be opened by selecting Standard in the sub menu.
It is possible to navigate through the signal files. Pushing the
buttons left or right loads the previous or the next energy file.
So it is possible to show the energy course workpiece by
workpiece.
6.5.2 Scaling of the energy windows
The overview windows and the Signal Power window can be
scaled to a fixed energy value (set the values Energy Level, Level
1 and Level 2). New levels take effect when a file is reloaded.

6.6.0 Analysis of the energy course
The single strokes are differentiated by their colours in the graph of Signal
Power. There are two colours per straightening position. If you straighten at the
same position for several strokes, the colour (Hue) will change on alternating
strokes. Changing to another straightening position will change the colour.

The zoom in the energy window enables a highly
resolution of the energy curve. This curve
corresponds to the energy graph on the Signal
Page with a resolution of one millisecond.
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7.0.0 Terminal RS 232
Terminal RS 232 is for an error analysis relevant to the machine. It can also be used
to simulate the control signals from the machine’s controller.

7.1.0 Settings
To establish a serial connection you will need a serial modem cable between the
crack detector and the computer. The settings are set by default.
• COM Port: COM 1
• 19200 Baud
• 8 data bits
• no hardware control
• no parity
• 1 stop bit
Push the button Connect to activate the serial interface. This connects to the
communication port of the pc even if there is no cable connection to the crack
detection device. As soon as the connection to the device has been set up,
information of the device are displayed in the terminal window.
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Booting the crack detection device delivers information in the black terminal window.
This information show the technicians if the system has started properly. A list of the
default option parameters is also shown.

7.2.0 Input interface serial
The input interface of the connected crack detection device can be switched for
testing reasons. The default setting is Plug which is the input plug connected to the
machine controller (PLC). (The measuring is activated by the plc interface).
Push the button Serial to send a serial command Input to Com Interface to the
crack detection device. Above the bar with keys and switches, and below the input
simulation now the interface RS 232 is shown.
ATTENTION! The crack detection device no longer reacts to machine
commands but on commands via serial interface. After completing work in this
mode it is necessary to reset the crack detection device to the mode “Plug” or,
reboot the system!
7.2.1 Measuring simulation
Each green push button represents a measuring point. Pressing one of the green
push buttons turns that measuring point on. The measure point will continue to be
active until the green push button is turned off. Only one measure point can be
active at a time.
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While a measuring point is activated a test can be made by knocking at the sensor
location. The crack detection system now will react as if it was driven by the
machine. That means a recorded acoustic signal will be evaluated, and displayed.
The output signals will be sent to the PLC, if the knock exceeds the crack or break
limit.
The Button NP corresponds to the Next work piece signal from the machine. It
activates a self test and increases the work piece counter by one. If you do not want
to make further tests in this level, the crack detection device is set back to the
Machine interface status by pushing the command button Plug. This has to be
confirmed with the message Input to Plug Interface in the terminal window.

8.0.0 Terminal Telnet
In addition to Terminal RS 232, which works via serial connection, there is a
Terminal Telnet that can communicate with the crack detection device via the
ethernet connection. In the Terminal Telnet window, information from the current
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operations of the crack detection system is shown. This is in addition to the
information shown in the screen of the crack detection device.

8.1.0 Connect
Select a location in the area Unit Store/Backups. Now push the Connect button on
page Terminal Telnet. After a successful connection, the status Telnet Connected
is displayed.

All information typically being submitted on the serial interface is displayed in the
terminal window.
8.1.1 Connect immediately
If you wish to have a view on the boot course at once you have to push the
“Connect” button immediately after the start of the crack detection system. Then the
Telnet program will log itself into the booting of the system as soon as possible. The
very first reports cannot be seen because at that time the telnet server does not work
in the crack detection system yet.
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8.2.0 Line buffer
The terminal window has a
line buffer which holds 500
lines by default. Use the
scroll bar on the right side
of the terminal window to
have a detailed view the
line of interest.

8.3.0 Log file
In addition to the outputs in
the terminal window the
reports can be saved in a
log file. Push the button
Select Log File to select a corresponding file. Push Log to activate (or de- activate)
the output into the file. After marking the checkbox Log the content of an existing log
file will be overwritten by the new outputs.
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8.4.0 Operating the system
If you want to give operating commands to the crack detection device via telnet
window, you must first close the measuring program. This happens
by pushing F-10 Terminate, on the crack detection device. Now a
command dos prompt appears which makes it possible to type in
operating system commands. Type DIR to view files on the drives A
or B.

The command cd (change directory) is to change the directory of
interest.
Del and copy are for deleting or copying of files. It is
possible to make a soft reboot with the command reboot.
Please note that the telnet server will also be rebooted. So close down the Telnet
connection first in pushing Close.

Then reconnect with Connect

A new connection to the crack detection device can be established and the boot
procedure can be observed.
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9.0.0 Serial file transmission

Files can be transmitted to or from the crack detection system via serial cable. This
is an alternative to the FTP transfer.

9.1.0 Prerequisite
The CiS unit has to run in the operating system mode
before you can work with the serial transfer. Choose tab
Terminal RS 232. Push button Connect (the red LED
below will glow and click into the black window. Pushing the
key q (Quit) terminates the measuring program. It is also
possible to push F10 (terminate) in the keypad of the crack
detection device. If an error occurs, it may be necessary to
log in during the boot process. To do this:
Switch off the CiS unit, switch it on again. Hold the key
combination Ctlr + C until the question terminate
autoexec.bat? appears. Confirm the question with Y and
press Enter key.
The terminal window of the unit should show A:\> Prompt.
Press the button Serial Transfer for a serial file transfer:
The xModem Transfer window opens. This window is divided into several parts.
The display part:
SendDir shows the files:
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There are 2 Buttons for initiating a file transfer:
Serial Transfer CiS => PC and Serial Transfer PC => CiS:

9.2.0 PC to the CiS – unit:
There are 2 possibilities:
9.2.1 Pure file transfer:
You can choose one or several files here. To choose several files, mark the ones in
question with the right mouse button and the pressed Ctrl key

Now push Save and the rest of the upload takes place automatically.
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See the name of the file in transmission in the status window. The transmission
status can be seen in the progress bar.
The complete name of the file(s) that just has (have) been loaded can be seen in the
path in the top bar.
The completion of the transfer is confirmed with Transfer completed.

Push the button Send dir to show the file directory of the crack detection device.
9.2.2 File and directory transfer
Example:
The following structure shall be transmitted:

v11 with the subfolder v111 (and the accompanying
subfolders v1111) and v112 containing files.
Push the button Serial Transfer PC => CiS, and then choose the folder.
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Do not select any files. Otherwise an error report will occur.
If you have chosen the correct subfolder, press the button Save. Everything
happens automatically like in the real file transfer. You can also see the status in the
progress bar. The folders are created one after each other and the corresponding
files are transmitted. You can see the path in the bar right at the top of the window.
This procedure takes a while due to certain synchronisation sequences between the
PC and the CiS unit. When the procedure is finished with the transfer Transfer
completed will be displayed.
Push the button Send dir to see the content of the directory in which the transfer has
ended.
To go to a higher folder level, press Go up. You are now in the main level. At that
moment the Go up button becomes inactive (light grey).
Check this by clicking on the corresponding directory, push Go sub and change to
the directory one level below.

…
This control can be repeated for further sub-levels.

9.3.0 CiS – unit to the PC
It is also possible to transmit files from the CiS unit to the PC for backup purposes.
Select the files in question. Choose several files listed by marking them with the left
mouse button and pressed Ctrl-key.

Now push the button Serial Transfer CiS=> PC and click on the directory in which
the files are to be stored.
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Then the files are loaded. You can see this in the progress bar. As before, the path
can be seen in the line at the top of the window as usual. The procedure is
completed with Transfer completed in the status window.
Close the program with Close serial transfer.
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